
Godzone’s Gotta Have it!

A
s a keen young 
surfcaster many 
moons ago in 
the early 90’s, 
I found one 
of the hardest 

challenges fishing was learning 
to tie a good knot from the 
main line to the heavier shock 
leader.  I had been mentored 
by my uncles, grandfather 
and father who were all 
experienced anglers and they 
had mostly tied my lines when 
starting out.

As I started to fish more 
often and on my own, I 
needed to step up my knot 
tying skills as a heavy leader 
was crucial for surfcasting.  
The force generated with 
heavier sinkers would often 
break at the weakest point 
when casting, so substandard 
knots wouldn’t last.  Back 
then I was fishing with 6kg 
mono and this thin line was 
tied to a 40-50lb leader, which 
was challenging.

It was hard to get a tidy, 
secure knot that would stand 
up to many casts.  Nothing 
is worse for a surfcaster 
than wading out, casting and 

SUNLINE CASTEST 
TAPERED LEADERS

When we head out fishing, we all have our favourite tackle or gear 
that we just can’t leave home without.  Each issue, we will profile our 

must have product that helps to score the fish!

hearing crack!  As all your 
tackle, sinker, hook, and bait 
busts off and flies out past 
the breakers.  You then must 
spend precious time retying 
gear and rebaiting.  This means 
less fishing time and the tide 
or fish don’t wait for anyone!

MOVE TO BRAID 
Then in the mid-2000’s when 
braided lines started to gain 
popularity with softbaiting 
and deep-water fishing, many 
surfcasters could also see 
the benefits of using braid.  
Being thinner in diameter 
and stronger, you could use 
30-40lb breaking strain and 
not lose any spool capacity.  
While the lack of stretch or 
give, meant subtle bites could 
be detected more easily in 
the surf.

I was sold on using braid 
immediately on my surfcasting 
reels, but  I still needed a 40-
50lb shock leader for casting.  
The issue of tying a tidy knot 
was even harder, now due 
to the braid’s thin diameter 
against the heavy mono.

Tapered leaders from Japan 
soon started to appear and 

these really are ingenious.  
Sunline make Castest which 
is designed especially for 
surfcasting, which come as 
15m lengths and start out at 
one end with a lighter (thinner) 
diameter e.g. 10-12lb and 
then gradually get thicker at 
the other end e.g. 40-60lb.

This means you now get 
the benefit of using a similar 
diameter leader to tie to your 
thin braid and enable a clean 
and strong knot.  The tapered 
leader has enabled me to fish 
hard and not worry about my 
knot giving when casting or 
playing fish.  

I never leave home without 
these tapered leaders when 
heading down the beach 
surfcasting, they have made 
a massive difference over 
the years and although I only 
use them surfcasting, they 
would also be good for lure 
fishermen for softbaiting  
or jigging. FIGZ
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Top Tip
An easy knot to tie the 
5m tapered leader to 
your braid is the Albright 
Knot.  Simply loop the 
mono leader pinching 
together, go through with 
the braid and wrap around 
both pieces of the leader 
10 times, then back up a 
couple times and through 
the loop.  Tie off a couple 
of half hitches with the 
braid and cut both tags.  
See below diagram.

PROFILE Sunline Castest This image shows the writer’s green 
30lb braid on the Daiwa Windcast 6000 

with Sunline tapered leader connecting 
to the ledger rig with breakout sinker.

The writer has been using tapered 
leaders for several years and being 

made in Japan, they are of good quality 
and last several surfcasting trips.

The handy Sunline Castest tapered leaders 
come as 5 x 15m lengths per spool.


